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Abstract: Data center organization and optimization presents the opportunity to try and design sys-
tems with specific characteristics. In this sense, the combination of artificial intelligence methodology
and sustainability may lead to achieve optimal topologies with enhanced feature, whilst taking care
of the environment by lowering carbon emissions. In this paper, a model for a field monitoring
system has been proposed, where an edge data center topology in the form of a redundant ring has
been designed for redundancy purposes to join together nodes spread apart. Additionally, a formal
algebraic model of such a design has been exposed and verified.
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1. Introduction

To start with, artificial Intelligence (AI) could be formally defined as “a cross-disciplinary
approach to understanding, modeling, and replicating intelligence and cognitive processes
by invoking various computational, mathematical, logical, mechanical, and even biological
principles and devices”, as stated by Frankish and Ramsey in 2014 [1]. However, it is to be
noted that, at this point, there is no widely accepted definition of AI, as well as that AI is
still mathematically undefined after some 65 years since its foundation [2].

An interesting definition of an AI algorithm is “a set of rules or processes that aims
to solve a problem or a task” [3]. In this sense, two types may be distinguished, such as
static ones, where a fixed sequence of actions is performed, or otherwise, dynamic ones,
where they can interact with the environment, thus being able to learn and evolve [4].
Those are usually called machine learning (ML) algorithms, which are further divided into
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning [5].

Basically, AI methods are just tools to analyze data, whereas ML might be seen as a
meeting point between AI and statistics [6], providing ML solutions with the ability to
achieve great results in basically any field, such as medicine [7], engineering [8], science [9],
accessibility [10], knowledge management [11], general learning [12] and even incidental
learning [13].

ML may be seen as the capability to learn out of specific training data to automatically
build a model in an analytical way so as to solve related tasks [14]. ML may be divided into
shallow learning and deep learning (DL), where the latter usually refers to learning with
neural networks with several hidden layers [15], whilst the rest of instances are included
in the former [16], even though the boundary between them is a bit blurred as there is no
consensus in the literature.

In fact, the development of DL marked a milestone in the ML paradigm [17], as 2010 is
considered to be the transition from the pre-DL era to the DL era, where training compute
doubled every 20 months approximately in the former, whilst in the latter, it did in about
6 months. Later on, 2015 is considered to be the transition from the DL era to the Large-Scale
era, where training compute became 10- to 100-fold higher [18].
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AI may be applied to enhance many types of processes by dynamically adjusting them.
In this sense, this paper proposes a multipurpose field monitoring system, which may well
be fit for agricultural purposes, where moving end devices such as drones, furnished with
some sensors, will be flying around so as to check for undesired conditions as plagues,
whilst fixed end devices, such as measuring poles, also equipped with some sensors, will
be testing for environmental conditions so as to keep track of them.

The data collected by all sensors involved are going to be sent to an edge data center
powered with AI in order to obtain faster processing, whereas sustainability is achieved by
implementing computing resource migration among hosts in order to minimize the distance
between each resource and its associated owner, thus reducing the power consumption,
leading to lower the carbon footprint. Additionally, a formal algebraic model will be
exposed and further verified.

Hence, the contribution of this paper is related to the establishment of a framework
focused on field monitoring system in order to obtain its formal algebraic model from the
point of view of distributed networking. First of all, its characteristics and functionality are
described, and after that, it is outlined how to enhance its behavior by means of an AI tool.
Afterwards, the focus is set on the topology of the data center proposed, and eventually, a
formal algebraic model of the whole system is presented, followed by its formal algebraic
verification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, Section 2 looks into the related
work, after that, Section 3 introduces the basics of the system proposed; then, Section 4
outlines the design of an AI based algorithm for that system; next, Section 5 presents the
redundant ring topology; afterwards, Section 6 exposes a formal algebraic model for the
whole system; and Section 7 draws some final conclusions.

2. Related Work

Regarding the literature on modeling distributed systems, there have been many
publications from different points of view. For instance, regarding numerical models,
Smeliansky et al. proposed a model of a distributed computer system regarding both
hardware and software [19], whereas Nenashev et al. presented a model for securing
peer-to-peer distributed systems for processing and storage in enterprise networks [20],
whilst Delporte et al. exposed a model for distributed network computing considering
failures in the computation [21].

On the other hand, with respect to programming distributed models related to big
data, Miller et al. presented a model that simplifies failure recovery by design [22], whilst
Jiang et al. proposed a model to achieve efficient fault detection and isolation [23], whereas
Gyongyosi et al. exposed a model for quantum computers [24].

In addition, Klein et al. developed an abstract mathematical model for information
systems [25], whereas Saha et al. proposed a computing model to describe quantum
computing [26], whilst Margara et al. presented a unifying model that dissects the core
functionalities of data-intensive systems [27].

Centering on modeling distributed communication networks, Martinez et al. pre-
sented a model for the cost of a flexible network [28], considering both transient and
stationary stages, whereas Irzaev et al. described a model for adapting traffic routing and
packet queues policies [29], whilst Doyle et al. talks about the guidelines to undertake
models for large scale networks [30].

Focusing on edge computing environments, Zhu et al. talked about resource relocation
through a stacked auto-encoder model to predict car sharing demand [31], whereas Fan
et al. referred to a scheme to minimize delay when it comes to offloading and resource
allocation [32]. Likewise, Matthe et al. develops an approach for proactive self-adaptive
systems [33], whilst Krupitzer et al. showed a collection of design patterns for self-adaptive
systems to support adaptability in IoT systems [34].

Moreover, Wang et al. provided an edge-cloud computing model which circumvents
the problem of dynamic decisions on execution location [35], whilst Amannejad presented
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an automated method to compare federated solutions with centralized trained models [36],
whereas Latif et al. proposed a lightweight trust management model to manage the service
level trust along with quality of service [37].

Furthermore, Toczé et al. presented a model of workload specifically for edge offload-
ing tasks [38], whereas Pandian exposed an enhanced edge model for handling big data
flows in the applications of Internet of Things [39], whilst Cavalieri d’Oro et al. described a
model for critical edge computing systems based on queuing networks [40].

In addition, Allahham et al. exposed a model of reliability in extreme edge computing
systems [41], whilst Choi et al. proposed a novel QoS prediction model for edge comput-
ing [42], whereas Li et al. described a way to improve robustness and efficiency of edge
computing models [43].

Additionally, Berger et al. presented a real-time predictive control with digital twins
and edge computing technologies [44], while Jiang et al. carried out a model-based compar-
ison of cloud-edge computing resource allocation policies [45], whereas Sun et al. designed
an optimal defense strategy model based on differential game in edge computing [46],
whilst Jian et al. proposed an improved chaotic bat swarm scheduling learning model on
edge computing [47].

Similarly, Aleksandrova et al. describes a machine learning model to obtain updates
in edge computing based on optimal stopping theory [48], whilst Song et al. presented
a programming model for reliable and efficient edge-based execution under resource
variability [49], whereas Song et al. exposed a model-based fleet deployment of edge
computing applications [50], while Tawalbeh et al. exhibited an edge enabled IoT system
model for secure healthcare [51].

In addition, Pereira et al. proposed analytical models for availability evaluation of
edge and fog computing nodes [52], whereas Wang et al. exposed an adaptive offloading
scheme for multi-subtasks to multi-servers in edge environments [53], whilst Gadasin et al.
exposed the issues of building a cluster model designed for edge computing [54], while Jia
et al. proposed a multi-property method to evaluate trust of edge computing based on data
driven capsule network [55].

Moreover, Sasaki et al. exposed an edge-cloud computing model for autonomous
vehicles using a specific software platform [56], while Ibn-Kheder et al. presented an edge
computing assisted autonomous driving model [57], whereas Valocky et al. exhibited an
experimental autonomous car model with safety sensor in wireless networks [58], whilst
Wei et al. proposed a model for cooperative perception in autonomous driving [59].

Anyway, it is to be said that some models make use of specific branches of mathematics
when modeling distributed systems, such as Jaggard et al. focused on game theory to test
the convergence of asynchronous dynamics [60], Baranawal et al. centered on graph theory
to compose and execute time-dependent graph algoritms [61] or Bagchi et al. referred to
topology in order to obtain insights in the field of fault detection and diagnosis [62].

With regards to algebra, some different approaches are taken, such as Makhortov et al.
utilized LP structures for optimizing distributed knowledge management [63], Kakkavas
et al. used algebraic tools so as to explore network tomography for scaling networks [64] or
Fittipaldi et al. applied a discrete-time algebraic model for arbitrary network topology [65].

Likewise, Duarte proposed a characterization in terms of algebraic structures and
topological spaces [66], whereas Letychevskyi et al. presents an algebraic approach to verify
and test distributed systems [67], whilst Yuan et al. discussed the use of tensor relational
algebra for distributed machine learning system design [68].

However, there are few instances of applying process algebras to obtain formal alge-
braic modeling of distributed networks, such as Gaur et al., which makes a survey about
modelling of large distributed systems [69] or Roig et al., which focuses on edge computing
domains [70], and that is the motivation of undertaking this current work.
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3. Basics of the System Proposed

Let us suppose a square field with a given side length aimed at growing crops, which
may easily be divided into four quadrants with their internal boundaries being the co-
ordinate axes and their crossing point being the origin of coordinates, thus allowing the
assignment of some bidimensional co-ordinates to the location of any given bush or plant.
This way, such a field could be assimilated to the real plane with Euclidean distance, where
each quadrant would have a unique combination of signs for both axes, the same way as it
happens in trigonometry.

In this context, let us suppose four hosts ubicated in each of the corners therein, where
every one of those may house diverse remote computing units, such as virtual machines
(VMs), which may act as edge computing servers or fog computing servers, depending on
their roles, so as to deal with the big data being generated by this whole ecosystem.

Each host, ubicated on each corner, is attached to a pole furnished with a 90-degree
sectorial antenna emitting with enough power to completely cover its own quadrant, thus
the signal radiated by one of them overlaps around the coordinate axes with those coming
from the other ones, as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Draft of the square field and the coverage area of the sectorial antennas located in each corner.

This way, communications between any given pair of antennas may be undertaken by
means of fiber optical runs, those being either monomode or multimode, depending on the
distance among them or the requirements of quality of service, although other middle-range
wireless technologies might also be used, such as WiMAX or LoRaWAN, even though
diverse long-range wireless solutions may also work, such as cellular deployments or
satellite networks. This type of traffic among hosts, or even among VMs, may be identified
as control traffic, whereas the sort of traffic among sensors and VMs, or VMs and actuators,
may be seen as data traffic.

Focusing on the VMs allocated within each host, which is associated to its partic-
ular antenna, there are two types of VMs to be considered herein, such as brokers and
orchestrators. On the one hand, the former are dealing with data coming from end devices,
being those collecting data from sensors, which could be moving ones, such as drones
collecting pictures from diverse locations of the field, or fixed ones, such as environmental
posts picking up information about temperature or humidity out of polling stations located
around the terrain.

On the other hand, the latter are working with data furnished by the former, which
could be seen as a higher hierarchical level entities, whose role is to influence the decisions
made by the former. Attending to the origin of the data they operate with and also to their
position in the remote computing hierarchy, the former might be considered as edge servers
and the latter, as fog servers. In addition, those fog devices might make use of cloud servers
as their backup for storaging data or offloading their processing tasks.

Hence, three levels within remote computing hierarchy are being established herein
with different roles each, such as edge servers, also known as brokers, occupying the lower
level, then the fog servers are above the edge ones, taking the middle level, and in turn, the
cloud servers are above the fog ones, thus located on some ISP facilities and being placed
on the top level.

Therefore, the four hosts located on each of the corners of the square field may allocate
both the VMs acting as brokers and those playing the part of orchestrators. Within the
brokers, the ones dealing with environmental data will be always standing in the same
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host, where basically there will be one situated on each host at all times so as to process the
data being received from fixed sensors situated on its own quadrant.

On the contrary, brokers operating with drones will need to be migrated along to
the quadrant where a drone is located at a given time so as to be the closest to it, thus
reducing the power necessary for the wireless transmissions between the drone and its
corresponding VM, and also lowering the latency, thus speeding up the processing times, as
well as the energy expenses. Additionally, the orchestrator will also be allocated within any
of the hosts, where at least a pair of them would need to be used to obtain two synchronized
copies of that VM allocated in different hosts for redundancy purposes.

With respect to the operativity, let us suppose a drone acting as an edge device, whose
role is to fly around the square field in order to take pictures of the crops being planted
over there and their corresponding environment in order to spot plagues or traces of other
harmful situations. This way, the drone would act as an end device, thus capturing the
pictures obtained by the camera acting as a sensor, and in turn, forwarding those images to
the proper broker, meaning the corresponding VM, in order for it to process them.

The messages between the drone, which acts as a publisher of data, and the edge
server, playing the role of a broker, needs to be forwarded through a wireless technology,
whose type will depend on the maximum distances within a quadrant, which occurs to
be its diagonal, whose distance is given by the square root of 2 multiplied by half of the
side length of the whole square. Hence, such a distance would establish the necessary
wireless technology to be used, that being either short-range such as Wi-Fi or ZigBee, or
middle-range such as WiMAX, or cellular technology for longer distances, or even satellite
technology to access any type of environment.

Otherwise, the rest of the sensors may be located in fixed locations in order to measure
some key environmental indicators, such as temperature or humidity, in certain parts of
the field. In this case, wireless technologies may also be employed to communicate with
the edge servers, although a better option would be to employ wired technologies such
as fiber optical runs, which might be deployed so as to speed up such communications,
even though some civil engineering infrastructure would need to be implemented. This
way, the best solution is to evaluate the balance between the costs incurred and the benefits
obtained in terms of throughput.

In summary, data obtained by a fixed sensor are forwarded to the corresponding VM
acting as a broker, allocated in the host within the quadrant where such a sensor is ubicated,
which will in turn process the data, and then, it will send a response to the appropriate
actuator to do a certain action to alleviate that condition, or otherwise, it will not send any
response whatsoever if there is no need to. Moreover, another VM acting as an orchestrator
will supervise the operation and it will forward some extra information so as to influence
the decision-making process of the broker.

Otherwise, data obtained by a moving sensor, which in this case are the pictures taken
by the drone, are also forwarded to its corresponding VM acting as a broker, but its location
will be into the quadrant where the drone is flying over. The processing of such data
matches that exposed for the fixed sensor case, ending up with an appropriate response
to the actuators so as to cope with the potential issue being detected, or otherwise, no
response is expected in case no relevant event is detected.

However, the moving sensor case requires a handover action of the VM associated
to the drone, which successfully transfers that VM from one host to another. The point
where the handover needs to be made gets indicated by the fact of crossing the coordinate
axes at any point, in a way that when a drone traverses any of those, then it happens that
the distance to the host within the new quadrant is shorter than that to the old one, thus
handover needs to be accomplished to revert that situation.

In order to facilitate the handoff procedure, the signals coming from the antenna
located on each corner covers their semiaxes acting as a boundary to separate a given
quadrant to the other ones, hence there is an overlap of signals along each section of the
coordinate axis. Hence, when a drone passes through a coordinate axis, which the drone
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knows because the power received from the antenna where its associated VM is currently
allocated is lower than the power received from another antenna, it means that the drone
has entered into a new quadrant. This very fact makes the drone send a control signal to its
associated VM with the identification of the new quadrant, and upon receipt, the VM gets
migrated from the current host, that being located within the current quadrant, to the new
host, that being situated in the host within the new quadrant, thus getting the migration
process completed.

In order to clarify the sequence of events of the handoff process, the following list is
given, whose scheme is exhibited in Figure 2:

1. The drone sends a message indicating the number of quadrant it got into to the
current host;

2. The current host asks for resources to the new host to perform the VM migration;
3. The new host informs positively about having enough resources (supposing it has

enough room left);
4. The current host proceeds to migrate the associate VM of the drone to the new host;
5. The new host acknowledges the successful migration to the current host;
6. The current host acknowledge the successful migration to the drone;
7. The drone sends a hello message to the new host, where its VM is now located
8. The new host acknowledges that message.

Figure 2. Migration diagram.

Regarding the application layer protocol, MQTT may be a convenient solution due
to its lightweigthness and the fact of allowing subjects to label the different messages
exchanged so as to quickly distinguish among pictures, temperature or humidity, although
CoAP may also be an interesting solution [71].

4. Implementing AI on the System Proposed

AI may be implemented in any of the three kinds of remote computing levels exposed,
such as on edge servers, fog servers and cloud servers. As explained above, the systems
proposed only use the cloud premises for backup and offload services, thus the application
of AI techniques at that level makes improve the backup competences and the offload
capabilities, hence getting better performance for the overall system. In addition, AI may
export some proper data from the cloud level to the lower levels in order to influence their
performance.

For instance, there may be a coefficient cc1 associated with the storage backup process,
whose value may be nil if such a process in the cloud premises are being undertaken at full
extent, whereas such a value might obtain a non-zero value if some kind of congestion is
detected, where that value might grow as the level of congestion does. Analogously, another
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coefficient cc2 may become associated with the offloading capabilities, whose functionality
may follow the same pattern of behavior as the former. It is to be remarked that non-zero
values of any of both coefficients may penalize the VM migration process among fog
servers, as it is a high-resource consumption operation and congestion on the cloud level
might affect the backup and offloading tasks right after the migration is conducted.

Centering on the fog level, the application of AI techniques may induce some co-
efficients about the VM migration processes referred to orchestrators, such as c f 1i gets
associated with the occupation rate of resources in host i = {1 · · · 4}, such as their values
may stand to nil in cases of low occupation, and it may grow as such a rate increases.

In addition, another coefficient c f 2 may be associated to the fact that some interhost
link may be down, thus increasing the traffic flows going through the rest of the links,
leading to a higher probability of saturation of those links. Similarly, another coefficient c f 3
may be defined for the case of having some host down, thus rising the traffic being cursed
for the rest of hosts.

Focusing on the edge level, applying AI techniques may incorporate some coefficients
regarding VM migration processes referred to brokers, resulting in some of them being
analogous as those in the fog case, such as ce1i being related to the occupation rate of host
i = {1 · · · 4}, ce2 being attached to some interhost link down, and ce3 being associated
with having some host down. Additionally, ce4 being related to a high error bit rate in the
air interface due to interferences, or ce5 being associated with some error in any sensor
or actuator.

All of those coefficients are related to the system itself, even though other external
parameters might also be taken into account, such as current network load, stated by cn,
historical data, given by ch, variation over the baseline, cited by cb, or network intelligence
data, quoted by cd.

As a summary, here they are the list of coefficients conveniently grouped.

• Edge: cc1, cc2
• Fog: c f 11, c f 12, c f 13, c f 14, c f 2, c f 3

• Cloud: ce11, ce12, ce13, ce14, ce2, ce3, ce4, ce5
• Others: cn, ch, cb, cd

Eventually, the target is to craft an objective function, whose aim is to search for the
goal proposed, whilst applying some penalties referred to all of the aforesaid coefficients
cj, each one being multiplied by a certain particular value λj, established by an AI tool
after the appropriate training, as exhibited in (1), where the goal is obtained to the fullest if
no penalization exist, although the goal gets reduced in a given percentage related to the
weighted sum of the value of the coefficients not being zero.

objectiveFunction = (1−∑
j

λj cj) · goal (1)

The initial training stage may be used to tune up the AI with a specific dataset, consider-
ing that coefficients have a value within the interval [0, 1], where the importance of each error
influences the value of its related coefficient, and that value will be dynamically adjusted
by the AI tool being employed. The target is obviously to have the system duly adjusted,
where in such a case, all coefficients will be worth 0, and so will the sum of all penalties,
thus the goal will be achieved at full extent, that being 100%. Otherwise, it will accumulate
the weighted sum of all non-zero coefficients, thus reducing the goal accordingly.

Furthermore, regularization may be applied to the weighted sum of coefficients by
means of a loss function, also known as cost function. This could be conducted in different
ways, such as Lasso Regression (2), or otherwise, Ridge Regression (3), both being widely
used in supervised ML for output prediction.

∑n
i=1(yi −∑

p
j=1 xijβ j)

2 + λ ∑
p
j=1 |β j| (2)
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∑n
i=1(yi −∑

p
j=1 xijβ j)

2 + λ ∑
p
j=1 β2

j (3)

Looking at the former, if lambda is worth zero, the result matches the ordinary least
square (OLS) method, which applies linear regression to fit a straight line through the data
available, whilst if it is a large value, it makes coefficients zero, thus causing under-fit. On
the other hand, taking the latter, if lambda is worth zero, OLS applies as in the former,
whereas if it is a large value, it adds to much weight, leading to under-fit. Both methods
focus on reducing model complexity and preventing over-fitting, which might arise out of
applying simple linear regression.

5. Redundant Ring Topology

In view of that there are one physical host located in each of the corners of the field,
the easiest way to link them through a wired infrastructure is by deploying a physical ring
passing along each of the nodes. This way, every one of the n nodes being part of the ring
will have just a predecessor node and a successor node, both being only one hop away but
in different directions, whilst the remaining node will be two hops away, which may be
seen as its opposite node, regardless the path going through any of its two neighbors, thus
accounting for a pair of redundant paths to go from node i to its opposite one.

The more straightforward way to label those n nodes is by using modular arithmetic,
where the n nodes are assigned a single value within the interval [0 · · · n− 1], where one of
them is selected to be node 0 and the rest of nodes go in a sequential order along the same
direction. Hence, according to modular arithmetic, a given node i will have node (i− 1)|n
as its predecessor neighbor, whereas it will have node (i + 1)|n as its successor neighbor,
whilst the opposite node will be labeled as (i + 2)|n.

One of the advantages of implementing a ring is that there are always two redundant
paths to go from a source node to a destination node, which basically avoids the existence
of single points of failure. However, if one of the links go down, then the ring shape is
converted into a bus shape, where its ends are just the nodes sharing the broken link. Hence,
as those nodes do not share a direct link any more, such that the path between them needs
to be conducted by going all around the ring, thus passing through the rest of the nodes, it
might induce latency issues when dealing with critical infrastructures.

Therefore, a common solution in production environments is to deploy redundant
rings, thus having a couple of links between a particular node and its clockwise neighbor
and another couple towards its counterclockwise neighbor. Figure 3 depicts a redundant
ring topology with n items, where it may be appreciated its shape of a toroidal array, as the
elements on both ends are linked together, which may also be compared with the shape of
a bead collar where the diverse nodes may be considered as its beads.

Node 0 Node 1 Node n-1···

Figure 3. Redundant ring topology with n elements.

Regarding the port nomenclature, Figure 4 exposes its layout, where all ports are
organized in a clockwise manner. This way, ports 0 and 1 are pointing to the successor
node, whilst ports 2 and 3 are heading for the predecessor node.

Node i

port 0

port 1

port 3

port 2

Figure 4. Port layout of a redundant ring node.
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6. Formal Algebraic Model

In order to obtain a formal algebraic model of both the processing hierarchy and
the resource migration between a couple of physical hosts, no matter whether the virtual
resource is a broker or an orchestrator, it is to be mentioned that an abstract process algebra
called Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) may be seen as a convenient solution,
as it allows to just focus on relationships among objects, thus leaving aside the real nature
of them [72]. It is to be said that ACP employs two atomic actions, such as send a message
and receive a message, both having a generic content d, so as to express the behavior of
objects, which is exhibited by means of algebraic expressions [73].

It is said that a bunch of atomic actions may become interrelated among them by
means of operators [74]. One of the most commonly used is the sequential, which is a
binary operator and is described as ·, whose meaning is that the first action is run, and in
turn, the second action. Another common operator is the alternate, which is also a binary
operator and is denoted as +, meaning the execution of either the first or the second action.

In addition, the merge operator admits a string of actions and is exposed as ||, meaning
the concurrent execution of all related actions. Moreover, the conditional operator presents
a condition between two triangles pointing outwards, where the action on the left must be
run if the condition is true, or otherwise, the action on the right must be executed in case it
is false, thus following the scheme (True / condition . False).

Those four operators are usually enough to algebraically describe the behavior of each
object involved [75]. Furthermore, the encapsulation operator over a set H containing all
internal atomic actions, described as ∂H , brings those internal atomic actions to deadlock,
whilst allowing internal communications to occur. After the application of this unary
operator, a sequence of events is represented where all objects involved play their part.

At that point, the abstractor operator over a set I containing all internal communica-
tions, denoted as τI , masks internal communications, thus leaving only external atomic
actions to happen. After applying that unary operator, the external behavior of the model
gets unveiled, as the model is now presented as a black box, where only entries and exits
are viewed.

Then, the external behavior of the real system is obtained, and afterwards, both ex-
ternal behaviors are confronted in order to check whether those share the same string of
actions and the same branching structure, which leads to consider the model as rooted
branching bisimilar to the real system, such that a rooted branching bisimulation equiva-
lence relation between them both is established, which is a sufficient condition to obtain a
verified model [76].

Therefore, the first step to obtain the intended formal algebraic model for the pro-
cessing hierarchy is to quote the behavior of each of the objects involved in the system, as
shown in Table 1. In order to keep the scenario as simple as possible, let us suppose just one
fixed pole within each of the quadrants and only a drone moving around, where all those
types of end devices simply have one sensor and one actuator, such as the former reads
raw data from the environment and passes them on to an end device and the latter receives
processed data from an end device and act in the environment according to those data.

When an end device receives raw data, it sends those to its broker, which either may
process them and forward them to the proper actuator, or otherwise, pass them on to the
orchestrator, which gets raw data transformed into processed data after undertaking the
duly processing, and at that point, such data are sent back to the appropriate broker, which
in turn, it sends them back to the proper end device. However, some tasks might require
extra processing capabilities, and in such a case, the orchestrator must send raw data up to
the cloud server for it to have the further processing conducted and send them back again,
as in this model, the cloud is supposed to deal with all types of requests related to raw data.
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Table 1. Objects taking part in the model proposed.

Object Type Location Migrate

pole 1 fixed end device quadrant 1 No
pole 2 fixed end device quadrant 2 No
pole 3 fixed end device quadrant 3 No
pole 4 fixed end device quadrant 4 No

drone 1 moving end device move around No

broker 1 edge server physical host Yes

orchestrator 1 fog server physical host Yes

cloud 1 cloud server cloud host No

With all those pieces of information, here they are the models for the objects involved
in the processing hierarchy. To start with, poles are identified as Pi, where i = {1 · · · 4},
such that AllPoles = 4, and its model is exposed in (4), as it may just read raw data d from
the environment ’env’ and send it upwards to a broker u, or otherwise, read processed data
e from a broker and send it to the environment so as to act on it. Hence, d goes upwards
and e does downwards. Furthermore, channels between the environment and a pole, as
well as between a pole and a broker are both bidirectional, where directions of the traffic
flows involved are stated through an arrow, which applies to all models presented.

Pi =
AllPoles

∑
i=1

(
renv→i(d) · si→u(d) + ru→i(e) · si→env(e)

)
· Pi (4)

The drone is known as Dj, where j would account for further drones involved, even
though just 1 is considered now, such that AllDrones = 1, whilst its model is expressed
in (5), where its actions are those related to the pole.

Dj =
AllDrones

∑
j=1

(
renv→j(d) · sj→u(d) + ru→j(e) · sj→env(e)

)
· Dj (5)

The broker is called Bu, where u would make for future brokers involved, although
only 1 is considered now, such that AllBrokers = 1, whereas its model is shown in (6).
Basically, it may receive raw data d from any end device (that being either a pole i or a
drone j), and in turn, it may either process them with the help of an AI tool named AIB and
send back the processed data e to that end device, or otherwise, send the raw data d up to
an orchestrator v if such processing requires more computing power.

Bu = ∑AllBrokers
k=1

((
ri→u(d) + rj→u(d)

)
·((

su→i(e) + su→j(e)
)
/ AIB . su→v(d)

))
· Bu

(6)

The orchestrator is named Ov, where v would be kept for future orchestrators put in
place, even though just 1 is accounted, such that AllOrchs = 1, whilst its model is depicted
in (7). Its task is to receive raw data d from a broker, and then, it may process them by
using an AI tool called AIO, that being more powerful that the one being shown for the
brokers, and in turn, processed data e are forwarded to the proper broker. In addition, that
processed data might also be sent up to a cloud server w just in case the processing power
needed is not enough.

Ov =
AllOrchs

∑
v=1

(
ru→v(d) ·

(
sv→w(e) / AIO . sv→u(d)

))
·Ov (7)
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The cloud is addressed as Cw, where n would be used if more than one cloud server
were employed, although only 1 is considered now, in a way that AllClouds = 1, whereas
its model is exhibited in (8). Its responsability is to process the raw data d being sent
from an orchestrator and process them by means of an AI tool branded AIC, being more
powerful than those shown so far, which results in processed data e being sent back to the
appropriate orchestrator.

Cw =
AllClouds

∑
w=1

(
rv→w(d) ·AIC · sw→v(e)

)
· Cw (8)

Once all objects involved in the scenario have been modeled, then it is time to put them
all in a concurrent manner, and then, apply the encapsulation operator so as to achieve the
sequence of events, such as exposed in (9). It is to be noted that the encapsulation operator
transforms internal atomic actions in the same channel into communications, whereas it
brings the rest of internal atomic actions to deadlock, thus being irrelevant for the model.
Furthermore, the symbol ∅ represents that the model does nothing in one of the possible
actions related to a conditional operator.

∑AllPoles
i=1 ∑AllDrones

j=1 ∑AllBrokers
u=1 ∑AllOrchs

v=1 ∑AllClouds
w=1(

∂H
(

Pi || Dj || Bu || Ov || Cw
))

=((
renv→i(d) · ci→u(d) + renv→j(d) · cj→u(d)

)
·(

∅ / AIB . cu→v(d) ·
(
∅ / AIO . cv→w(d) ·AIC · cw→v(e)

)
· cv→u(e)

)
·(

cu→i(e) · si→env(e) + cu→j(e) · sj→env(e)
))
·(

∂H
(

Pi || Dj || Bu || Ov || Cw
))

(9)

At this point, the abstraction operator may be applied in order to mask all internal
communications, thus revealing its external behavior, as seen in (10).

∑AllPoles
i=1 ∑AllDrones

j=1 ∑AllBrokers
u=1 ∑AllOrchs

v=1 ∑AllClouds
w=1(

τI
(
∂H

(
Pi || Dj || Bu || Ov || Cw

)))
=((

renv→i(d) + renv→j(d)
)
·
(
si→env(e) + sj→env(e)

))
·(

τI
(
∂H

(
Pi || Dj || Bu || Ov || Cw

))) (10)

On the other hand, the external behavior of the real model is shown in (11).

X =
((

renv→i(d) + renv→j(d)
)
·
(
si→env(e) + sj→env(e)

))
· X (11)

Eventually, it seems clear that the external behavior of the model and that of the real
system share the same string of actions and the same branching structure. Hence, they
both may be considered to be rooted branching bisimilar, and therefore, that is a sufficient
condition to verify a model, as shown in (12).

∑AllPoles
i=1 ∑AllDrones

j=1 ∑AllBrokers
u=1 ∑AllOrchs

v=1 ∑AllClouds
w=1

(
τI
(
∂H

(
Pi || Dj || Bu || Ov || Cw

)))
⇔ X (12)

With respect to the formal algebraic model of the migration of computing resources,
it is to be reminded that there are n = 4 nodes, going from 0 to 3, whereas each node has
p = 4 ports. In case of the source node, ports 0 and 1 send traffic flows to the successor
node, whilst ports 2 and 3 do to the predecessor node. Otherwise, in case of the destination
node, ports 0 and 1 are waiting to receive traffic from the predecessor node, whereas ports 2
and 3 do from the successor node. It is to be noted that, in this model, atomic actions show
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their node identifiers first, and afterwards, their port identifiers, separated by a comma for
clarification purposes.

Supposing a given node x, such as Vx, that being the source node of a migration,
then the traffic flow associated to such an action may head for its successor if the node
destination is y = (x + 1)|n, whereas it may lead to its predecessor if the node destination
is y = (x− 1)|n, or otherwise, it may go any way if the node destination is y = (x + 2)|n, as
both paths, namely clockwise and counterclockwise, are redundant with equal cost.

Hence, the formal algebraic model for the resource migration take all three possibilities,
as exhibited in (13) for the node source Vx and in (14) for the node destination Vy. Regarding
verification, it is obvious that send and read action clearly match, thus verification of this
model is analogous to the previous one.

Vx = ∑n−1
x=0

(
∑1

p=0 sx,p(d) / y = (x + 1)|n .(
∑3

p=2 sx,p(d) / y = (x− 1)|n . ∑3
p=0 sx,p(d)

)) (13)

Vy = ∑n−1
y=0

(
∑3

p=2 ry,p(d) / y = (x + 1)|n .(
∑1

p=0 ry,p(d) / y = (x− 1)|n . ∑3
p=0 ry,p(d)

)) (14)

Additionally, some theorems could be derived from the aforementioned expressions
in order to assure that the model works as expected.

Theorem 1. All incoming messages from the sensors which are processed by the brokers are
redirected out of the system and applied to the actuators.

Proof of Theorem 1. Taking Equation (9), which exhibits the sequence of events of the
model, it may be seen that information collected from the sensors in the environment
(env) are taken by either the pole i (renv→i) or the drone j (renv→j), which in turn sends a
raw message (d) to broker u (either ci→u or otherwise cj→u). At that point, if the broker
is able to process the raw message (AIB condition is true), then the raw message (d) is
transformed into the processed message (e), meaning that such a message is not forwarded
to the orchestrator v, which is expressed by ∅. Afterwards, the broker b sends the processed
message (e) to either the pole i (cu→i) or the drone j (cu→j), which in turn, is sent to the
actuator so as to act on the environment (env) as (si→env) or (sj→env), respectively.

Theorem 2. All incoming messages from the sensors which are processed by the orchestrators are
redirected out of the system and applied to the actuators.

Proof of Theorem 2. Keeping the focus on Equation (9), and following the explanation
given in the previous theorem, if the broker u is not able to process the raw message (AIB
condition is false), then it is forwarded to the orchestrator v (cu→v). At that point, if the
broker is able to process the raw message ((AIO condition is true), then the raw message
(d) is transformed into the processed message (e), meaning that such a message is not
forwarded to the cloud w, which is expressed by ∅. After that, the orchestrator v sends
the processed message (e) to the broker u (cv→u), and from that point on, it follows the
explanation given in the previous theorem.

Theorem 3. All incoming messages from the sensors which are processed by the clouds are redirected
out of the system and applied to the actuators.

Proof of Theorem 3. Sticking to Equation (9), and following the explanation given in the
last theorem, if the orchestrator v is not able to process the raw message (AIO condition is
false), then it is forwarded to the cloud w (cv→w). At that point, the cloud is able to process
the raw message (AIC poses no condition, as it is always able to deal with raw data), then
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the raw message (d) is transformed into the processed message (e). Then, the cloud w
sends the processed message (e) to the orchestrator v (cw→v), and from that point on, it
follows the explanation given in the last theorem.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, AI and sustainability have been introduced so as to be used in the
construction of a formal algebraic model for an edge monitoring system, dedicated to
agricultural purposes.

To start with, a brief description has been exposed about what AI is and what their
main challenges are, such as ethics and its implications. After that, a brief overview of
sustainability has been exposed and their main issues have been remarked, such as how
data centers may become sustainable.

Afterwards, a multipurpose field monitoring system has been proposed, making use of
virtualized computing resources, which may need to be migrated among different physical
hosts in order to enable them to become as close as possible to their associated users, thus
lowering carbon emissions, where an AI may play its part.

Then, a formal algebraic model has been proposed for such an edge system, where
two instances have been carried out, such as the processing hierarchy and the migration
process, where both have been verified. Additionally, three theorems have proposed and
proved regarding the formal algebraic model presented.

Eventually, this model represents an interesting design for data center organization
and optimization, where nodes are spread through a given area and redundant paths are
required.
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